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Spectre/Meltdown (will not be assessed)
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Spectre/Meltdown (will not be assessed)

 Attack uses speculative execution

 In speculation, a CPU executes 
in a “transient world”

 Transient instructions may do
things that may be forbidden but 
without creating exceptions!

 Meaning, transient instructions
can access any memory of the
system without firing exceptions!

 Using side channel to leak data

 Huge problem for industry!

 Meltdown: attacks Intel CPUs
M. Lipp et al., “Meltdown”, https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.01207

 Spectra: attacks any CPU that uses speculative execution (incl. AMD, 
ARM,…); P. Kocher et al., “Spectre Attacks: Exploiting Speculative 
Execution”, https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.01203
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Background: Branch prediction
 Lets consider the following program:

int my_array[6] = {5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0}

int tmp = 47;
for (int i=0; i<tmp; i++)

tmp = tmp - (60 / my_array[i]);

 Looking in the instruction trace (right box),
we could speculatively increment i and

continue loading the next array element, 
even we don’t the branch result. Modern 
CPUs support this by register renaming.

 If we eventually end the loop, we discard
all the speculative instructions (executed 
in the transient world), so the speculative
execution is transparent

 But what happens if we trigger exceptions
(e.g., divide by zero, access violations)??

state = 47

i = 0

test_&_branch !(0<47) end

value=ld(my_array[i])// 5

tmp_div=60/value    // 12

state=state-tmp_div // 35

i=i+1   // i=1

test_&_branch !(1<35) end

value=ld(my_array[i])// 4

tmp_div=60/value    // 15

state=state-tmp_div // 20

i=i+1   // i=2

test_&_branch !(2<20) end

value=ld(my_array[i])// 3

tmp_div=60/value    // 20

state=state-tmp_div // 0

i=i+1   // i=3

test_&_branch !(3<0) end
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Background: Branch prediction
 int my_array[6] = {5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0}

int tmp = 47;
for (int i=0; i<tmp; i++)

tmp = tmp - (60 / my_array[i]);

 Answer: nothing!
Speculative execution is not allowed to 
trigger an exception that would never 
occur in the non-speculative execution
model

 So are memory access violations an issue?

 We can’t simply access data from the tran-
sient world as this would trigger an exception (and involve the OS) 

 Trick for the attack: we may do something in the transient world that 
changes somehow a state in the system that we can then measure in 
the real world.

 This would provide a side channel from the transient to the real world

state = 47
i = 0
test_&_branch !(0<47) end
value=ld(my_array[i])// 5
tmp_div=60/value    // 12
state=state-tmp_div // 35
i=i+1   // i=1
test_&_branch !(1<35) end
value=ld(my_array[i])// 4
tmp_div=60/value    // 15
state=state-tmp_div // 20
i=i+1   // i=2
test_&_branch !(2<20) end
value=ld(my_array[i])// 3
tmp_div=60/value    // 20
state=state-tmp_div // 0
i=i+1   // i=3
test_&_branch !(3<0) end
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Principle 

char cache_array[256 * 64];  // a cache line is 64 byte
flush_cache(cache_array);

int my_array[6] = {5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0}

int state = 47;
for (int i=0; i<mem[f(state)]; i++)

if i==4 // we will never reach 4
{

char a = *kernel_address; // executed transient
cache_array[a * 64]++; // fills one cache line

}

state = state - 60 / my_array[i]);

Now, we only have to measure the speed for every cache line
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 A computer system has a lot of states

 Memory content, the CPU registers, but much much more:

 State of caches (what data is available in cache?)

 Branch prediction unit analyses control instructions in the 
background

 Currently active ROWs in a DRAM module

 Trick in Spectra/Meltdown: test in the transient world one bit after the 
other and do something that manipulates the cache (again still in the 
transient world). The state of the cache can then be measured by the 
time it takes to access the cache in the real world!

 Access to DRAM is
dramatically slower 
than to cache.
You get timers that
are precise enough
to measure this.

Spectre/Meltdown – Side Channel
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 Attackers transfer one bit per cache line (the smallest atomic unit of 
data that can be updated from RAM)

 Meltdown reported dumping kernel memory at ~0.5 MB/sec

 Spectre is slower as it involves a branch predictor training phase

 Mitigation is hard: if you disable speculation, you drop performance

 Speculation on Intel CPUs routinely stretches 200 instructions ahead 
of a cache miss [from the “Spectre Attacks” paper]

 Currently there is a battle where industry proposes new mitigation 
techniques and security researchers finding new ways to carry out 
such attacks

Spectre/Meltdown – Side Channel


